Memoryless disturbance-observer-based adaptive tracking of uncertain pure-feedback nonlinear time-delay systems with unmatched disturbances.
This paper presents a delay-independent nonlinear disturbance observer (NDO) design methodology for adaptive tracking of uncertain pure-feedback nonlinear systems in the presence of unknown time delays and unmatched external disturbances. Compared with all existing NDO-based control results for uncertain lower-triangular nonlinear systems where unknown time delays have been not considered, the main contribution of this paper is to develop a delay-independent design strategy to construct an NDO-based adaptive tracking scheme in the presence of unknown time-delayed nonlinearities and non-affine nonlinearities unmatched in the control input. The proposed delay-independent scheme is constructed by employing the appropriate Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals and the same function approximators for the NDO and the controller. It is shown that all the signals of the closed-loop system are semi-globally uniformly ultimately bounded and the tracking error converges to an adjustable neighborhood of the origin.